The school show. Everyone is talking about it. Mia and Anna are two who are going to be in it. Their school has planned out a spectacular show with many students participating, doing different acts. Some people sing, other do magic tricks and some dance.

Anna and her friend are going to sing in front of over 400 people. They are really nervous, but also excited and happy when they are backstage.

– We are going to sing in front of the whole school! shouted Anna of both excitement and nervousity.

– I know, said Mia. But we are going to do it.
Together they sang in front of all the people and delivered a show full of energy and talent. Mia and Anna were the stars of the show, singing five songs flawlessly.

– We did it! was the reaction from the girls when they were done performing.

They also got some wonderful feedback from people around them. Their teacher loved the performance, and the principal even offered them to perform before the annual principal speech.

What a success.
Word list:
Participating – Deltar
Acts – Akter
Excitement and nervousity – Upphetsning och nervositet

Flawlessly - Fantastiskt
Performance - Uppträdance
Principal - Rektor
Annual principal speech – Årligt rektorstal

Questions to the text:

1. What did Anna and her friend participate in?
   - A school show
   - Different acts
   - A singing competition

2. How many people did Anna and Mia sing in front of?
   Answer: They sang in front of ____ people.

3. Did they feel nervous before the performance? _______.
   (yes/no)

4. How did the performance go?
   - It was good.
   - It was flawlessly.
   - It didn´t go so good.
5. What did the principal offer Mia and Anna? He offered them to sing before the _______ _________ _________ (fill in).